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Prison School
The battle to save Ferid and Krul Tepes from Ky Luc and the vampires begins in full force, but it's not
going to be easy. Ky Luc is a Fifth Progenitor and it’ll take a lot of coordination and teamwork to take
him down. But Shinoa Squad and Guren have a plan—use the Seraph inside Yuichiro to overwhelm the
vampire! But can Yuichiro keep himself in control of it long enough to defeat Ky Luc?! -- VIZ Media

Berserk Volume 38
Guts the Black Swordsman has again donned the accursed Berserker armor, and he’ll need all its unholy
power to battle the titanic Sea God — from the inside! As the creature takes on an army of beautiful
merrow, Guts plunges deep within the God to find its sole vulnerability and pierce its living heart. But
even if he can manage this impossible task deep within the leviathan, how will Guts get back out?

Berserk Deluxe Volume 5
In search of the lost art of rune crafting, Ainz journeys to the land of the dwarves. Accompanied by Aura
and Shalltear, he arrives only to find that the Dwarven Kingdom is beset by an invasion run by someone
besides himself! He soon strikes a deal to obtain the secrets behind the making of runes in return for
assisting the natives in reclaiming their capital, but it may not be so easy when a legendary frost dragon
stands in his way!

To the Abandoned Sacred Beasts, Volume 11
Volume 1: His name is Guts, the Black Swordsman, a feared warrior spoken of only in whispers. Bearer
of a gigantic sword, an iron hand, and the scars of countless battles and tortures, his flesh is also
indelibly marked with The Brand, an unholy symbol that draws the forces of darkness to him and dooms
him as their sacrifice. But Guts won't take his fate lying down; he'll cut a crimson swath of carnage
through the ranks of the damned - and anyone else foolish enough to oppose him! Volume 2: The evil
Count uses his dark powers to transform a defeated guard captain into an inhuman horror to combat
Guts, the Black Swordsman. Puck, Guts' pint-sized fairy sidekick, is captured when he attempts to stop
an old doctor's execution, and he is given as a gift to the count's daughter, a sweet girl in a gilded cage,
imprisoned by her father in her own room. Guts, determined to make mincemeat of the Count, assaults
the castle and carves a swath of blood-soaked destruction through the Count's minions. Volume 3: Guts,
the feared Black Swordsman, finishes his desperate battle with the monstrous Count, cutting and
blasting him to gory scraps when the presence of the Count's daughter makes the monster hesitate. But
Guts won't even have the time to clean his gigantic sword when the Count's dying pleas activate the
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Behelit, summoning the five God Hands, demon lords of immeasurable power. Guts' journey so far has
been a long road of pain and death, but that's a walk in the park compared to fighting his way out of Hell
itself!

Berserk [vol. 1, Vol. 2]
"Iba, a bright-spirited young historical scholar, disappears while on a lone expedition to study the
ancient Silk Road A year later, his girlfriend Kyoko discovers that Iba is not only alive but is a warriorslave under the reign of Genghis Khan in 13th century Mongokia"--P. [4] of cover.

Berserk
Intent on stopping Cain Madhouse, Hank and Schaal continue their journey toward New Patria. Along
the way, however, they have an unexpected meeting with Arachne. She claims to be acting alone, but
her message raises more questions than it answers Meanwhile, Cain has a reunion with the one man who
knows the truth behind the Incarnate project. He holds the key to the Incarnate creation process, which
has remained stubbornly beyond Cain's grasp. What are Cain's true ambitions? And are Hank's goals
really so different? Those whose fates were upended by the Incarnate project assemble in New Patria for
a bloody showdown

Saint Young Men 6
The strangest zombie survival series continues! Having avoided being eaten by his zombie girlfriend,
Hideo Suzuki continues to head away from civilisation and the bloodthirsty hordes taking over
metropolitan Japan. In a suicide forest, Hideo finds a girl who needs help - and who could end up
helping him more than he realises.

Berserk: The Flame Dragon Knight
After Rui suddenly breaks up with him, Natsuo, still unable to accept reality, runs into an enigmatic
woman. "Hey, why don't the two of us slip out of here?" A sudden breakup, and just as suddenly, a new
encounter, as Natsuo begins to walk a new forbidden path!

Seraph of the End
An adult fantasy/horror epic of monumental proportions, Kentaro Miura's Berserk is now offered at its
original published size in handsome deluxe hardcover editions each collecting three volumes of the
acclaimed manga series. Marked with the unholy Brand of Sacrifice that draws the damned to him, Guts
the Black Swordsman battles the minions of Hell that thwart his search for Casca, his former captain and
lover. But Casca, too, is marked with the Brand, and Guts must find her before the legions of the abyss
do! Collects Berserk volumes 16-18.

In the Land of Leadale, Vol. 1 (light novel)
He is Guts, the Black Swordsman, a warrior of legendary prowess — relentless, fearless, merciless. As
cold and brutal as the iron of the massive sword he wields. Bent on revenge against the unholy forces
that have branded him for sacrifice, but especially on Griffith, one of the demon lords of the Godhand.
But Griffith was once a man, the leader of the Hawks, a renowned cadre of elite fighters with a young
Guts as its fiercest champion. Though forged in a crucible of cruelty and violence, nothing could prepare
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Guts for a confrontation with Nosferatu Zodd, a superhuman beast who slaughters Guts’ comrades as
easily as a scythe cuts wheat. Even Guts and Griffith are no match for the abomination’s powerbut
something Griffith wears around his neck may well be!

Berserk
"His name is Guts, the Black Swordsman, a feared warrior spoken of only in whispers. Bearer of a
gigantic sword, an iron hand, and the scars of countless battles and tortures, his flesh is also indelibly
marked with The Brand, an unholy symbol that draws the forces of darkness to him and dooms him as
their sacrifice. But Guts won't take his fate lying down; he'll cut a crimson swath of carnage through the
ranks of the damned - and anyone else foolish enough to oppose him! Accompanied by Puck the Elf,
more an annoyance than a companion, Guts relentlessly follows a dark, bloodstained path that leads only
to deathor vengeance." -- from Amazon, accessed 11-5-15.

Noise
The first Berserk novel, conceived by series creator Kentaro Miura and written by Makoto Fukami,
novelist and screenwriter for the Berserk anime, Psycho-Pass and Resident Evil: Vendetta. The Flame
Dragon Knight also presents ten full-page illustrations by Kentaro Miura. The Flame Dragon Knight
traces the rise of the warhammer-wielding warrior Grunbeld from humble beginnings to become the allpowerful Apostle who will one day face Guts in mortal combat! Featuring all the grisly supernatural
action and sinister courtly intrigue Berserk readers have come to expect.

Bloodangel
Not everyone is as quick on the draw as Hori and Miyamura when it comes to love. Ever the trustworthy
friend, Ishikawa has seen the couple through thick and thin, but his own heart seems to be taking a more
meandering road to romance. Having realized that he and Yoshikawa might be more than "just friends,"
Ishikawa is now stuck attempting to navigate the murky waters between friendship and love. But one
thing he does know is that the time he spends with Yoshikawa, however mystifying, is special in its own
right

Blade of the Immortal
The hundred-year war between the kingdoms of Midland and Tudor nears an end as the legendary Band
of the Hawk mercenaries, led by the charismatic Griffith and his fearless berserker champion Guts, turn
the tide in Midland s favor. But impending victory ignites a secret war within Midland, as those seeking
courtly favor see the ambitious Griffith as an obstacle to power. And nothing is more powerful than an
enemy unseen! Collects Berserk volumes 7-9.

Berserk
The Shoulder Wars competition between the Shadow Student Council and the Official Student Council
begins, and whichever side loses must disband! Vastly outnumbered, Mari knows their odds of winning
are long, even with a partially resurrected Meiko to bolster their forces. To save the Shadow Student
Council (and his date with Chiyo), Kiyoshi must rise to the occasion, fighting the army Kate has
amassedby going full mast!

Bleach, Vol. 73
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The divine live among usin a flat in western Tokyo! After centuries of hard work, Jesus and Buddha take
a break from their heavenly duties to relax among the people of Japan, and their adventures in this
lighthearted buddy comedy are sure to bring mirth and merriment to all! Buddha the Enlightened One
and Jesus, Son of God have successfully brought the 20th century to a close, and after a few millennia of
guiding humanity to salvation, these two sacred ones are in need of some rest and relaxation. They
decide to share an apartment on Earth in Tokyo, but living among mortals in the 21st century is no
cakewalk for the saintly duo They may find it difficult to navigate modern Japanese living, but Jesus'
carefree attitude along with Buddha's domestic qualities and maybe a few divine interventions will
surely allow them to enjoy their new lives with peace and love.

Berserk Deluxe Volume 1
Guts, the Black Swordsman, and his companions have finally broken free of the monster-infested
wilderness and arrived at the port city of Vritannis. But the band finds out all too quickly that humans
can be just as monstrous as the nightmarish creatures and apostles they battled in the forest. As Schierke
and Isidro face off against pirate slavers, Farnese's power-hungry family tries to force her once again
under the yoke of their political ambitions. The group's only hope is to find a ship out of the city, but
even if they manage to secure a vessel, will everyone be free to leave?

Hellsing Deluxe Volume 2
The Squirrel on the Train
Griffith, charismatic leader of the elite mercenary Band of the Hawk, has seen better days. His fearless
champion, Guts, has left the Band, defeating Griffith in personal combat as his ticket out. With his
judgment clouded by this unthinkable humiliation, Griffith eases his pain in the arms of the daughter of
Midland’s king. But the King doesn’t take kindly to an employee picking the royal flowers, and the
next stop for Griffith is the dungeon and the torture rack! Without Griffith and Guts, the Hawks become
easy prey for Midland’s army, and the AWOL Guts may be the only answer to the Hawks' — and
Griffith’s — lethal problems.

Japan
From creator Kentaro Miura comes Berserk, a sprawling adult fantasy epic of horror, humor, and fierce
imagination and the inspiration for the wildly popular anime. To cure the afflicted Casca, Guts and
company battle Elf Island's magical defenses and finally reach Elfhelm, where the elven ruler opens the
Corridor of Dreams, projecting Schierke and Farnese into the forbidding wasteland of Casca's mind. But
horrors lurk there, some more foul than any in the material world!

Berserk Deluxe Volume 6
Yuka Katsuragi, a beautiful TV news reporter, has attracted the affections of a Yakuza thug, Katsuji
Yashima, who travels with his brother all the way to Spain to find her, only to have his affections
rebuffed by Yuka. A terrible earthquake hits, and Katsuji, his brother, and Yuka, along with four highschoolers in Spain on a field-trip, all fall deep underground. While trapped below the surface, they
encounter a mysterious old woman who reveals to them prophecies that the wealthy nation of Japan will
meet the same demise as the once prosperous city of Carthage. Katsuji and the others insult the old
woman, who then sends them to see the world of the future with their own eyes, a future of desolation
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and death

King of Wolves
3-E student Isogai breaks the school rules by working part-time to help support his family. When
Gakushu and rest of the Big Four students find out, they use his secret as leverage to force 3-E to
participate in a bizarre sports-day competition. Soon it’s time for the school’s midterm competition as
well, but when some 3-E students accidentally injure the elderly owner of a day care/after-school
program, Koro Sensei forbids them from studying and orders them to replace him until he recovers!
Assassination is one thing, but babysitting little kids?! And then, our friends rescue a cat. -- VIZ Media

Witch Buster Vol. 1-2
Facing a powerful opponent, the mysterious Kisuke Urahara is forced to reveal his Bankai for the first
time. Meanwhile, Ichigo finally makes it to Yhwach’s throne room, but what can he do against an
enemy whose power is omnipotence?! -- VIZ Media

Berserk Deluxe Volume 3
Berserk has conquered the worlds of manga and anime, and now comes the essential roadmap to the
sprawling Berserk universe, exploring the characters, creatures, settings, and stories of Berserk's first 38
volumes. Profusely illustrated and including never-before-seen art (including an eight-page color
section) and author notes by Kentaro Miura, the Official Guidebook is a comprehensive tour through the
epic adventure, shocking horror, and graveyard humor that can be only Berserk!

The Iron Wyrm Affair
The science commentator author of the best-selling Fuzzy Thinking presents a scientific history of noise
for general readers, defining noise as an unaesthetic signal that occurs at every level of the universe that
has made significant contributions in each period from the ice age to the information age. 20,000 first
printing.

Hellsing Deluxe Volume 1
In downtown Manhattan, a rising young painter is haunted by disturbing dreams. Her walls are covered
in her own scrawls: Release the boy In small-town Minnesota, a teenage orphan struggles with a
knowledge beyond his years—and a destiny he wants no part of In California, people are tuning in to a
new underground rock band. Young and old, hipsters and hippies, all are falling under the spell of its
wildly charismatic lead singer. Her voice breaks down all barriers—including the ones between heaven
and hell. The fans of Asha are starting to find one another—and the world is running out of time

Berserk Official Guidebook
Raised in torment, young Guts is hardened into a fearsome warrior, drawing the attention of the
charismatic Griffith, commander of the elite Band of the Hawk. This crossroads will take Guts to fame
and glory and damnation!

Overlord, Vol. 11 (light novel)
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Kentaro Miura's epic adult fantasy/horror series is an international sensation and is now featured in 7x10
deluxe hardcover editions! Griffith, the mutilated leader of the Band of the Hawk mercenaries, offers up
his command to the demon lords of the Godhand in exchange for a rebirth into beauty--and terrible
power. But the Hawks' berserker champion, Guts, will take on perdition itself to save his lover, Casca,
from the profane violations that only Hell can offer! Collects Berserk volumes 13-15, and includes
Berserk Prototype, the original Berserk submission story.

Berserk Deluxe Volume 2
THE FOX: FOX HUNT is the clever, darkly humorous story of The Fox, a father and vigilante hero
trying to keep his family alive and together. Plotted and illustrated by acclaimed, Emmy-winning artist
Dean Haspiel, and scripted by Eisner Award-winning comics legend Mark Waid, The Fox is similar in
tone to Waid's DAREDEVIL. Paul Patton, Jr. dealing with the reality that his son wants to be like his
father: a superhero, the very thing Paul no longer wishes to be himself. However, a psychopathic
philanthropist won't let Paul end his duel identity when he puts a million dollar bounty on The Fox's
head for messing with his business plans. Attracting a slew of super-villains, The Fox has to find a way
to survive their attacks and save his son from a life fighting crime while coming to except his true
calling.

Assassination Classroom
Two feudal kingdoms, Midland and Chuder, battle for supremacy in what will become the final clash in
a century-long struggle. Spearheading the Midland forces is the Band of the Hawk, a legendary cadre of
elite mercenaries led by the charismatic Griffith and with the fearless Guts as its berserker champion.
The Hawks' ferocity, courage, and fearsome skills - not to mention Guts' enormous broadsword - are just
what Midland needs to turn the bloody tide, but during the fray, Guts and Griffith's most trusted
lieutenant, Casca, fall together from a cliff into a raging river. Miraculously, both barely survive, and
Guts tends to Casca's wounds as she tells of having her life saved by Griffith, her induction into the
Band of the Hawk, and her deep feelings toward Griffith. She even seems to finally be warming up to
the grim Guts. But this greeting-card moment won't last long, for Chuder warriors are on the prowl, and
the only greetings they carry are on the points of their spears!

How to Treat a Lady Knight Right
After traveling a long and perilous road together, Rin and her immoral bodyguard, Manji, have become
separated, Rin risking life and limb in her pursuit of her family's murderer, the ruthless Anotsu
Kagehisa, leader of the outlaw Itto-Ryu sword school. Manji is slowly recovering -- and reassembling -after being dismembered by Itto-ryu thugs, and has set off to find Rin. Meanwhile, both friends and
enemies are also assembling. Manji's ally, the beautiful assassin Hyakurin has put a lot of Itto-ryu
swordsmen under the dirt, but the tides are turned when she falls under the hands of a group of Itto-ryu
killers who will go to any length -- and spare no agonies -- to get her to talk. Collecting issues #66-72 of
the ongoing series.

The Eminence in Shadow, Vol. 1 (light novel)
With supernatural horrors haunting the streets and preying upon humanity, the shadowy Hellsing
Organization fights back against hell's minions. And Hellsing has a secret weapon in their arsenal: the
vampire lord Alucard, whose terrifying powers are needed more than ever as an army of the undead
marches on London beneath the banner of the swastika! Collects Hellsing chapters 1-27 from Hellsing
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Volumes 1-4.

The Fox: Fox Hunt
Witch Buster is an all new shonen fantasy manga series in the vein of Soul Eater and Full Metal
Alchemi st, presented in two-volumes-in-one omnibus format. Seven Seas will release the entire actionpacked series across six low-priced omnibus editions.In a world where witches have declared war
against humankind, an agency of professional witch hunters is formed to defend humanity.Tasha
Godspell, also known as the "Magic Marksman," is one of the best witch hunters there is. Along with his
sword-wielding Jack-o'-Lantern partner known as Halloween, Tasha puts his magical training and
special weaponry to good use as he tracks down his prey. And yet, he cannot bring himself to fully hate
the very witches he is tasked to destroy.

Domestic Girlfriend 23
ONE BIG FAT LIE AND A FEW TWISTED TRUTHS Even in his past life, Cid's dream wasn't to
become a protagonist or a final boss. He'd rather lie low as a minor character until it's prime time to
reveal he's a mastermindor at least, do the next best thing-pretend to be one! And now that he's been
reborn into another world, he's ready to set the perfect conditions to live out his dreams to the fullest.
Armed with his overactive imagination, Cid jokingly recruits members to his organization and makes up
a whole backstory about an evil cult that they need to take down. Well, as luck would have it, these
imaginary adversaries turn out to be the real deal-and everyone knows the truth but him!

Nimona
First published in Japan in 2016 by Hakusensha, Inc., Tokyo.

Berserk
Fans of Noelle Stevenson's beloved and bestselling Nimona won't want to miss her brand-new moving
memoir-in-pictures, The Fire Never Goes Out, featuring short essays, mini-comics, and photographs that
span eight eventful years in Noelle's young adult life. Nimona is the New York Times bestselling
graphic novel sensation from Noelle Stevenson, based on her beloved and critically acclaimed web
comic. Kirkus says, “If you’re going to read one graphic novel this year, make it this one.” Nemeses!
Dragons! Science! Symbolism! All these and more await in this brilliantly subversive, sharply irreverent
epic from Noelle Stevenson. Featuring an exclusive epilogue not seen in the web comic, along with
bonus conceptual sketches and revised pages throughout, this gorgeous full-color graphic novel has been
hailed by critics and fans alike as the arrival of a “superstar” talent (NPR.org). Nimona is an impulsive
young shapeshifter with a knack for villainy. Lord Ballister Blackheart is a villain with a vendetta. As
sidekick and supervillain, Nimona and Lord Blackheart are about to wreak some serious havoc. Their
mission: prove to the kingdom that Sir Ambrosius Goldenloin and his buddies at the Institution of Law
Enforcement and Heroics aren't the heroes everyone thinks they are. But as small acts of mischief
escalate into a vicious battle, Lord Blackheart realizes that Nimona's powers are as murky and
mysterious as her past. And her unpredictable wild side might be more dangerous than he is willing to
admit. Indies Choice Book of the Year * National Book Award Finalist * New York Times Bestseller *
New York Times Notable Book * Kirkus Best Book * School Library Journal Best Book * Publishers
Weekly Best Book * NPR Best Book * New York Public Library Best Book * Chicago Public Library
Best Book
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Berserk
The international manga bestseller returns in deluxe hardcover editions, collecting Kohta Hirano's horror
epic for the first time in its original 7x10 serialized format. Featuring wall-to-wall action and mayhem,
Hellsing is one-stop shopping for supersized supernatural pyschosis! The Hellsing Organization is under
siege by the undead Nazi army of the Millennium Project, who are turning the streets of London into
rivers of blood and the citizenry into a legion of abominations. And with this murderous conflict at a
fever pitch, the Vatican sees an opportunity to take down both Millennium and Hellsing in one swift
stroke! Collects Hellsing chapters 28-62 from Hellsing volumes 5-8.

Horimiya
Emma Bannon, forensic sorceress in the service of the Empire, has a mission: to protect Archibald
Clare, a failed, unregistered mentath. His skills of deduction are legendary, and her own sorcery is not
inconsiderable. It doesn't help much that they barely tolerate each other, or that Bannon's Shield, Mikal,
might just be a traitor himself. Or that the conspiracy killing registered mentaths and sorcerers alike will
just as likely kill them as seduce them into treachery toward their Queen. In an alternate London where
illogical magic has turned the Industrial Revolution on its head, Bannon and Clare now face hostility,
treason, cannon fire, black sorcery, and the problem of reliably finding hansom cabs. The game is afoot..
Bannon and Clare The Iron Wyrm Affair The Red Plague Affair The Ripper Affair The Damnation
Affair (e-only) For more from Lilith Saintcrow, check out: Gallow and Ragged Trailer Park Fae Dante
Valentine Novels Working for the Devil Dead Man Rising Devil's Right Hand Saint City Sinners To
Hell and Back Dante Valentine (omnibus) Jill Kismet Novels Night Shift Hunter's Prayer Redemption
Alley Flesh Circus Heaven's Spite Angel Town Jill Kismet (omnibus) A Romance of Arquitaine Novels
The Hedgewitch Queen The Bandit King Blood Call (coming August 2015)

Berserk
Leo Cornelia, also known as the Undefeatable Holy Blade, is hailed as the strongest knight in all the
land. It's precisely this strength that has barred anyone from treating her like a proper woman
before?—that is, until sorcerer Houli Dent comes along! He professes his love to Leo out of the blue, but
how will she handle being treated like a lady for the first time in her entire life?

I Am a Hero Omnibus Volume 10
The last thing she can remember is her life support beginning to fail. Her body had suffered terribly after
a fateful accident and the only freedom left in her life came from the VR world of Leadale. How did she
end up in a place that looks exactly like her game except that 200 years have apparently gone by?
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